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What is a digital repository?

"…a university-based institutional repository is a set of 
services that a university offers to the members of its 
community for the management and dissemination of 
digital materials created by the institution and its 
community members. It is most essentially an 
organizational commitment to the stewardship of these 
digital materials, including long-term preservation
where appropriate, as well as organization and access
or distribution.” (Lynch 2003)



About UPSpace

• Digital research repository of the University of Pretoria
• Contains full text research material produced by UP 

researchers
• Manage and disseminate research material/output at UP
• Archival & preservation focus
• Provide open access to research material



Each item consists of …

Metadata Bitstream(s)/File(s)
Also multiple 
bitstreams



















Video clip





Benefits for clients (researchers)

• Central archive of research
• Increase visibility, usage, impact
• Read more widely, cited more frequently
• Encourages dialogue between researchers
• Highly retrievable via Google, Google Scholar
• Searches metadata & full text
• Persistent URL’s
• User friendly and convenient to use
• Usage statistics



Benefits for clients (information 
specialists)

• Easy to access
• Stay updated with regard to research conducted
• Encourages collaboration between faculty & AIS
• AIS positioning within faculties & UP
• Develop new skills
• Support researchers



Why involve cataloguers? (1)

• “Cataloguers have a role to play as mediators and 
creators of an increasingly diverse landscape of 
descriptive methods” (Source)

• “As digital endeavors become more and more global, the 
cataloguer’s experience in language, diacritics, and 
standard making become more and more valuable”
(Source)

• Bring expert knowledge & special skills of cataloguing 
process and standards to the table

• Transfer skills into new areas (Source)
• Understanding and importance of, and construction of, 

taxonomies and controlled vocabularies (Source)



Why involve cataloguers? (2)

• Analytical and detail-oriented nature
• Philosophical, if not technical, understanding of the 

importance of balancing the need for standards with the 
demands for interoperability (Source)

• Control? Digital arena is constantly changing – rules are 
never settled and apparently no stability 

• Used to changes …



Benefits for Cataloguers

• New skills
• Increased visibility and expertise
• Demonstrate the relevancy of cataloguers in digital age
• Connect more closely with broader range of library-wide 

goals
• Networking
• You have a great deal to offer!

Metadata Librarian Position: 
Texas Tech Univ Library

Metadata Librarian Position: 

Ohio State Univ Libraries



Where to start?

• Best training is by doing (Source)
• Choose one metadata standard and decide to become 

an expert e.g. Qualified Dublin Core



Workflow in UPSpace Collection

Submitter
= Research Assistant, Lecturer

Metadata Editor
= Cataloguer
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Available on UPSpace



Role of Metadata Editor

1. Edit metadata of all submissions to collection
2. Review files/ bitstreams
3. On “Approval”, item becomes part of UPSpace
4. Items can also be rejected (metadata editor should 

have a clear understanding of the scope of the 
collection) – reason provided

5. Add LCSH in DC Registry of item
6. Can edit metadata in DC Registry at any stage
7. Add quality e.g. more fields, remove duplicate items, 

check spelling, add description, verify correct form of 
names used, add more keywords, abstracts 



Other responsibilities …
• Communicate with Collection Administrator, 

Submitters, other role players
– Discussion groups, meetings, e-mails

• Provide input during initial creation of collection
• Knowledge of subject vocabulary – apply consistently 

(LCSH & free terms)
• Keep thesaurus of free terms – link on collection home 

page
• Commitment to complete tasks in “Task pool”
• Know your Collections
• Quality control of collections in general
• Feedback, support to “Submitters”



Other responsibilities … (2)

• Knowledge and application of metadata documentation
• Also see http://www.dspace.up.ac.za/metadata.htm
• Member of Listserves e.g.: upspace@kendy.up.ac.za

& metadatagroup@kendy.up.ac.za
• Knowledge of referencing techniques: 

http://www.ais.up.ac.za/referencing



“There are numerous benefits to be gained by 
cataloguers entering the digital library world. 

First, it is an obvious way to show the relevance of 
technical services skills in the digital age …

It will help us to connect more closely with a broader 
range of library-wide goals. It will help us build bridges

and make connections …

Finally, most important to the library and our users: our 
skills, insight, and expertise are needed….”

(DeZelar-Tiedman 2004)



"If we don't change, we don't grow. If 
we don't grow, we aren't really living."

Gail Sheehy
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